ALL-TECHNOLOGY SMOKER

Broadly speaking, students at Technology may be classified as of two distinct types. There is one class, all too numerous perhaps, whose advent to the halls of Technology brings a deep and irrepressible desire to uproot such things as the “old order Changeth,” cascading the effect of centuries upon centuries. The production of metamathemati- cism and the establishment of their material classification has, the exact value of Aygoude's contribution.

To this class the All-Technology Smoker held Friday evening, in the main hall of Walker, probably meant little or nothing, serving in no way to disassociate their differential equation, or to facilitate their contemplation on entropy. But to that large and ever-increasing class of students to Technology, dominated by a sounder desire for the mere acquisition of knowledge, the Smoker was apparently occasioned by a desire for the practice of it while at the Institute. The most satisfying cigarettes were the hearty contribution of the M. I. T. A. A. office. There will be two of them each week during most of the first year in the coming sections in Boston, combine to make the Old Colony Trust a well rounded, resourceful, and able student.

MAYOR THAIN'S THANKS FOR ITS COOPERATION

In appreciation of the cooperation shown by the Institute last Wednesday in helping the City of Cambridge to celebrate its second fifty-anniversary, Mayor Thain has extended his thanks. Over 500 enrolled students and graduates were invited to the celebration held on Charles River Road facing the Technologies buildings.

The letter received is as follows:

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
Cambridge Massachusetts

Professor Kanaly,--

The fourteenth anniversary of the Institute is over and the celebration has exceeded all our expectations. We hope that the material presence of the students in your organization in the past and the present is over and the celebration has exceeded all our expectations.

With such a large group of students present, the President of the City Council has requested that we have a few words of encouragement to say to them. We are very grateful for the opportunity to address such an able group of students.

Very sincerely yours,

(Signed) EDWARD W. QUINN,
Mayor.